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the artists tool in manga studio is divided into two panels: the drawing tool and the editing tool. on the drawing tool panel, you can draw directly on the canvas using eight-stylus pens, erasers, and pencils. the editing tool panel is where all the magic happens. with this panel, users can pick from several inking tools or
brushes to create unique styles and colors for their drawings. with the same tool, users can also fill colors, erase unwanted areas, and sketch scenes on the canvas. users have the option to add text, and some basic editing tools as well. along with the bonus of using vectors, users can also export the drawings as images.
aside from the basic drawing and editing features, manga studio comes with several 3d models that users can pick as reference for building sites, props, and characters. the micro software also includes a few drawing models for users who want a layout when creating a new pose. once you load the doll, you can create or

apply a pose, change the camera perspective, fill in the colors, and rasterize it for the final look. the only drawback is that it doesnt provide any pdf support. apart from the basic drawing and editing features, manga studio comes with several 3d models that users can pick as reference for building sites, props, and
characters. the micro software also includes a few drawing models for users who want a layout when creating a new pose. once you load the doll, you can create or apply a pose, change the camera perspective, fill in the colors, and rasterize it for the final look. the only drawback is that it doesnt provide any pdf support.
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